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House of Austrian History – 
Online Museum 
 

concept paper published prior to the opening 
 

November 2017 

 

Visions 

▪ The House of History Austria's online museum is not merely a webpage offering basic 
information about the institution. Instead, it is designed as a museum with multiple 
modules with entirely different purposes (both technically and content-wise). 

▪ The online museum creates an open space where the public and professionals negotiate 
Austrian contemporary history. Simultaneously, it offers a means of reflection about the 

process of this museum's institutionalisation. It fosters and guides debates about how 
representations of history achieve relevance for contemporary societies. 

▪ Interfaces between online and offline exhibitions: The online museum offers modules 
which work in both the virtual and the material realm and offers a link between the two. 

These installations look similar regardless of scale and whether it is accessed via a 
personal device or experienced as a large-scale projection inside the museum building 
itself. Additionally, artistic installations (for instance in printed postcards) will be 
developed that challenge the boundary between the virtual and the material. In this way, 
the online museum also creates interventions in public space (especially the historically 
charged Heldenplatz in Vienna and the many layers of history represented there). 
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▪ Multimedia surface: The online museum emphasises multimedia elements, it represents 

audio, visual and video material and also integrates performative elements (e.g. via AR). It 
offers narratives and objects free of the restrictions presented by two dimensional 
solutions and it decreases the amount of written word. 

▪ The online museum creates spaces for the productive interaction of academia, cultural 
work, museum communication and the arts. In this sense, the institution’s own PR, 

collection and communication staff will also use the online museum for their purposes 
and projects.  

 

Guidelines 

▪ We offer innovative and plural perspectives: playful but also critical perspectives on 

(national) history; reflecting on rather than reiterating teleological, "classical" forms of 
representation; narratives not necessarily bound to objects.  

▪ We create participatory and democratic projects: multiple options for users to extend or 

change the museum's narratives (both offline and online). 

▪ We combine public responses and professional supervision/guidance: bottom-up-
participation in order to individualise historical narratives (focusing on creative 
contributions) always followed by a curated and editorial process in order to 
contextualise citizen-science-contributions and to guarantee diverse content. 

▪ We are accessible and cater to diverse stakeholders: programmes and modules are 
designed to comply with the specific interests of different communities; emphasis on 
marginalised positions or narratives not covered in the offline exhibition. 

▪ We emphasise transparency and open processes: starting with November 2017 
communicating the museum's development to a broad public; presentation of (first) 

objects; redressing exclusionary mechanisms.  

▪ We keep our museum flexible and dynamic: modules can be temporary or permanent, 
thereby creating possibilities to experiment, explore, and endeavour but also fail 

(regarding content and tech); the online museum guarantees the dynamic development 
of offline exhibitions even after they have opened.  

▪ We are open access: all our own data will be published under CC BY licences  
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Application 

▪ Third-party contributions are published according to universal and transparent criteria as 
stated in the community rules and standards. This also guarantees that each and every 
contribution is fairly assessed according to the same regulations.  

▪ The following community rules and standards apply for offline and online contributions in 

citizen-science interventions to the House of History Austria: Contributions are published 
if they have an immediate relation to the specific context discussed, if they are free of 
discriminatory content or rhetoric and if the argument, the sources and language is 
transparent/accessible. Every contribution is subject to curatorial commenting and 
editing.  

▪ Data is collected according to transparent regulations, as displayed in a disclaimer. 

Contributors give permission for any form of collection, reuse and utilisation as regulated 
by CC BY 4.0. Contributors declare that they have checked and are not aware of any 

personal rights which would be infringed by a publication of the data. 

▪ The technical and content-related standards for the implementation of the House's 
collection and data in third-party databases are yet to be specified.  

▪ The framework for editing social media is yet to be discussed and clarified. 

▪ Regulations regarding copyright: 

▪ Data from private individuals is only accepted if it is compatible with CC BY 
licences.  

▪ Data from institutions is published under their respective licenses and 
conditions.  

▪ Accessibility will be safeguarded according to https://www.w3.org/.  

▪ The platform should offer content in those languages currently most used in Austria 
(German, Turkish, BCMS, Albanian, Romanian, Arabic, Hungarian, Polish, Chechenian and 
Russian).   

▪ However, due to limited resources, both guidelines will only be fully applied to a limited 
core of modules which need to be accessible in a multilingual and multimedia way as well 

as easily understandable. 

▪ Thereby we guarantee that the online museum is accessible for almost everyone, and 

that accessibility guidelines are transparent and clear to the editors, curators and visitors. 
All users will have options to ensure maximum outcome, regardless of their physical and 
linguistic capacities. 

▪ The online museum can be used for fundraising purposes (e.g. sponsorship for a specific 
module) with relevant logos and links included in specific modules. 

 

https://www.w3.org/
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